where account has been taken of the gravitational "red shift." Starting 1 January 1975, an accuracy algorithm was implemented to bring the second used in the generation of TA(NIST) closer to the NIST "best estimate" of the SI second (see references, p.6).
The relative frequency associated with this "best estimate" is denoted Ycs(NIST)' The l ast calibration (July 1987) covered the period from October 1986 through July 1987. This algorithm should provide nearly optimum accuracy and stability for TA(NIST) since it uses all past frequency calibrations with the NIST primary standards. These calibrations are weighted proportionately to the frequency memory of the clock ensemble that generates atomic time. This algorithm, therefore, capitalizes on a weighted combination of all the frequency calibrations with the primary standards in order to gain a "best estimate" of the SI Second while simultaneously obtaining the best uniformity available from the ensemble of working clocks in the atomic time scale system. The relative frequency of TA(NIST) is steered toward Ycs(NIST) by slight frequency drift corrections of the order of 1 part in 10 33 /yr. TA(NIST) and UTC(NIST) are no longer simply related by an equation. TA(NIST) is now computed each month using a Kalman algorithm which minimizes the mean square time dispersion. UTC(NIST) is now independently computed using a different algorithm and is steered in frequency to keep its time within a microsecond of UTC(BIH). Table 7 .1 lists monthly values of the time difference between UTC(NIST) and TA(NIST). A linear interpolation between monthly values will typically be within 10 ns of the actual time difference, TA(NIST) -UTC(NIST).
The primary standards of NIST (NBS-4 and NBS-6) are used in either of two modes: as calibrators of frequency to provide a reference for the SI second; or as member clocks of the NIST clock ensemble, to help keep the proper time for TA(NIST) and the coordinated time for UTC(NIST). Operating in the clock mode, NBS-4 and NBS-6 are only used and weighted according to their stability performance. Accuracy enters only when they are used as frequency calibrators, in which case clock operation is necessarily interrupted. Table 7 .1 is a list of changes in the time scale frequencies of both TA(NIST) and UTC(NIST) as well as a list of the time and frequency differences between TA(NIST) and UTC(NIST) at the dates of leap seconds, and/or frequency or frequency drift changes. Features of the service include automated compensation for telephone-line delay, advanced alert for changes to and from daylight savings time and advanced notice of insertion of leap seconds.
The ASCII-character time code should operate with standard modems and most computer systems. While the system can be used to set computer time-of-day clocks, simple hardware can also be developed to set other clock systems.
During the first six months, the service will be operated in a test phase to identify problems and obtain feedback from users on both the format and operation of the service. With appropriate user software, the NIST-ACTS service provides three modes for checking and/or setting computer time-of-day clocks.
1.
In the simplest form of the (1200 Baud) service, the user receives the time code and an on-time marker/ character which has been advanced a fixed period to nominally account for modem and telephone-line delays.
Accuracy in this mode should be no worse than 0.1 s unless the connection is routed through a satellite 2.
At 1200 Baud, if the user's system echoes all characters to NIST, the round-trip line delay will be measured and the on-time marker advanced to compensate for that delay. The accuracy in this mode should be better than 10 ms.
Our experience to date indicates that the asymmetry in conventional, 1200-Baud modems limits the accuracy at this level.
Repeatability is about 1 ms. 
